DentalEZ® NuSimplicity™ Chair
DentalEZ® leads the way in ergonomic patient chair design. Beginning in 1958 by introducing sit-down dentistry with the J-Chair®, every generation of DentalEZ® design has continued with cutting edge ergonomic solutions for both patients and dentists.

The NuSimplicity™ chair is no exception, pushing the boundaries once more, blending superb ergonomic technology with the flexibility and value that today’s dentists demand.
Minimizes Twisting and Reaching

The NuSimplicity™ chair gives you ergonomically friendly comfort, allowing you to work as closely as possible to the oral cavity while keeping your patients calm and relaxed. Patients recline in comfort, making each procedure easier on everyone involved. These features promote a healthier and more productive practice.

- Touch pads are conveniently located on both sides of upper backrest, providing easy access without having to reach.
- Thin back allows the patient to be reclined even closer to the operator’s knees, eliminating reaching and twisting.
- Tapered narrow chair back provides the best access to the oral cavity.
- Ergonomic base plate design lets you place stools closer to the patient, reducing unnecessary strain.

DUAL LOCATION TOUCH PADS WITH DOUBLE ARTICULATING HEADREST

ULTRA THIN BACK

TAPERED NARROW CHAIR DESIGN

ERGONOMIC BASE PLATE
- Simple chair controls include: auto return, last position, 3 preset controls and manual settings.
- Durable armrests drop down on both sides allowing easy patient entry and exit.
- Wide cantilever base design allows for easy routing of tubing and wires while slim profile provides a clean uncluttered look.
- Chair lift capacity is 500lbs, including unit, chair mounted light, and patient.

**Added Value**

Today's busy dentists demand a chair that is not only simple to use but offers advanced features that create value in their practices. The NuSimplicity™ chair was designed to provide the maximum amount of technology and comfort while keeping affordability in mind.

**MANUAL SETTINGS**

**3 PRESET CONTROLS**

**LAST POSITION**

**AUTO RETURN**

**DROP DOWN ARMRESTS**

**ILLUMINATED "ON" INDICATOR ON WIDER CANTILEVER ALSO DISPLAYS ERROR CODES**
Positioning Made Easy

Whether you are performing a routine cleaning or more complex surgical procedures, the NU.Simplicity™ chair provides accommodating features and settings that dental professionals need. Flexible design features allow for easy chair rotation, height adjustment & a wide variety of optional accessories.

- 60° Rotation provides a range of positioning options
- Accommodates stand-up or sit-down dentistry with height flexibility allowing ergonomic positioning for dentists of any stature
- The base of the chair is available in your choice of cast or steel plate designs

- Dual touch pad controls come standard on every chair with the option to add any of the following for ease of use: wireless foot control, unit-mounted touch pad, and remote wireless touch pac
- Accommodates oral surgery including the Trendelenburg position and optional IV bag stand
- Matching bar style arm available!

HEIGHT FLEXIBILITY
CHOOSE STAND-UP OR SIT-DOWN DENTISTRY

60° DEGREES OF ROTATION PROVIDES A RANGE OF POSITIONING OPTIONS
Meet the demands of today’s practices

- Quiet and smooth hydraulic movements keep you focused and your patient relaxed.
- Exclusive Air Glide means improved patient positioning, handicap access, and ease of cleaning.
- Optional USB power supply port is available for powering mobile devices and handheld auxiliary devices.
- Less clutter with wireless foot controls and remote mounted touch pad.

Today’s market continues to introduce high tech products that require easy access from within the dental operatory without increasing clutter. The wireless technology and optional USB port of the NuSimplicity™ provide that accessibility.
UPHOLSTERY STYLES

SEAMED

SEAMLESS

PLUSH

Available in a variety of upholstery options & colors.
NuSimplicity™ is just one example of superb DentalEZ technology. Learn more about our comprehensive dental practice solutions including LED operatory lighting, ergonomic operator stools and delivery units from DentalEZ.